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GENERAL FRAMEWORK

Legal framework
j-at ih t-e legal framework in yopr ?prihciution uoMering t-e be-aMiopr of 
cominant drmhI

Abuse of a dominant position is prohibited by section 5 of the Competition Acts 2002-2022 
(the Act) and article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (the Treaty). 
Section 5 of the Act mirrors article 102 of the Treaty except that section 5 refers to abuse of 
a dominant position in trade for any goods or services in the state (ie, Ireland) or in any part 
of the state.

The Irish national competition authority, the Competition and Consumer Protection 
Commission (CCPC) (formerly known as the Competition Authority) and the Commission 
for Communications Regulation (ComReg) can investigate breaches of section 5 and article 
102 prohibition. However, only the Irish courts can make a legally binding jnding that conduct 
constitutes an unlawful abuse of a dominant position.

The Act makes abuse of a dominant position (under section 5 or article 102 or both) a 
criminal offence that can be prosecuted before the Irish courts and is punishable by jnancial 
penalties. The Act also includes specijc provision for aggrieved persons and the CCPC to 
take civil proceedings before the Irish courts seeking remedies for an abuse of a dominant 
position. The remedies available in civil proceedings include a court declaration, damages 
and an in7unction. In particular, section 14(J) of the Act enables an Irish court to take intrusive 
structural measures to terminate a dominant position that has been abused (as well as to 
terminate the abuse) by issuing an order.

To date, no penalty or structural remedy for abuse of dominance has been granted by the 
Irish courts and there have been no signijcant cases where damages were awarded.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Depnition of dominance
How ih cominanue cednec in t-e legihlation anc uahe lawI j-at elementh 
are taken into auuopnt w-en ahhehhing cominanueI

There is no dejnition of dominance within the Act. As such, the Irish courts and the CCPC 
have adopted the dejnition formulated by the Court of /ustice of the European Union (C/EU) 
in case 2J[J6, United Brands v Commission 918J]: ECR 20J, wherein it was dejned as a–

. . . position of economic strength en7oyed by an undertaking which enables it 
to prevent effective competition being maintained on the relevant market by 
affording it the power to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its 
competitors, customers and ultimately of its consumers.

Section 5(2)(a)•(d) of the Act does, however, set out several examples of what such abuse 
of dominance may consist of, which include the following–
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; directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading 
conditionsq

; limiting production, markets or technical development to the pre7udice of consumersq

; applying dissimilar conditions to e’uivalent transactions with other trading parties, 
thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantageq and

; making the conclusion of contracts sub7ect to the acceptance by other parties of 
supplementary obligations that by their nature or according to commercial usage 
have no connection with the sub7ect of such contract.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Purvose of the legislation
,h t-e sprsohe of t-e legihlation anc t-e pncerlying cominanue htancarc 
htriutly euonomiuz or coeh it sroteut ot-er interehthI

The ob7ect of the legislation and the underlying standard are strictly economic and do not 
seek to protect other interests (except for those provisions in the Act dealing with media 
mergers).

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Sector-svecipc dominance rules
Nre t-ere heutorEhseuidu cominanue rplehz cihtinut from t-e generally 
assliuable cominanue sroMihionhI

There are sector-specijc regulations in all key regulated sectors (electronic communications, 
postal services, energy and aviation). In the electronic communications sector the relevant 
regulatory body, ComReg, can designate operators as having signijcant market power in 
accordance with the applicable directive on a common regulatory framework for electronic 
communications networks and services.

In the electronic communications sector, ComReg concurrently holds the same enforcement 
powers as the CCPC. The Communications Regulation (Amendment) Act 200J as amended 
(the 200J Act) extended ComReg's functions to include competition powers (concurrent 
with those of the CCPC) in respect of matters arising under, inter alia, section 5 of the 
Act concerning electronic communications services, networks or associated facilities. 
The Competition (Amendment) Act 2022 extended ComReg‘s powers further (concurrent 
with those of the CCPC) to allow the regulator impose jnes as a method of deterring 
anti-competitive behavior. ComReg will also have enhanced investigatory and information 
gathering powers. 

A cooperation agreement is in place between the CCPC and ComReg. Pursuant to the 
200J Act, in instances of disagreement between the CCPC and ComReg as to 7urisdiction, 
the decision as to which body shall act in a given instance falls to the Minister for 
Communications, whose decision is jnal. To date, in practice, ComReg tends to lead the 
investigation of competition law issues that affect the markets where it has 7urisdiction.
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Other sectoral regulators supervise operators in their respective sectors in accordance with 
the relevant sector-specijc legislation. This legislation may enable the regulator to make 
ex ante rules designed to alleviate the effects of dominance. In addition to its cooperation 
agreement with ComReg, cooperation agreements are in place between the CCPC and other 
sectoral regulators with a view to avoiding duplication and ensuring consistency in their 
enforcement actions. These regulators include the Central Bank of Ireland, the Commission 
for Regulation of Utilities, the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation, the 
Broadcasting Authority of Ireland, the Commission for Aviation Regulation, the Health 
Insurance Authority and the National Transport Authority.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Exemvtions from the dominance rules
vo w-om co t-e cominanue rpleh asslyI Nre any entitieh eTemstI

The prohibition on abuse of dominance applies to 3undertakings'. An undertaking is dejned 
under Part 1 of the Act as 3a person being an individual, a body corporate or an unincorporated 
body of persons engaged for gain in the production, supply or distribution of goods or the 
provision of a service and, where the context so admits shall include an association of 
undertakings'.

Public bodies that carry on an economic activity, such that they satisfy the dejnition of an 
undertaking, are sub7ect to the Act. In 2012 and 201W, the High Court considered allegations 
of abuse of dominance brought against public authorities responsible for charging for 
the use of harbour facilities and in both cases it was decided that the defendant was 
acting as an undertaking sub7ect to competition law (Island Ferries Teoranta v Minister for 
Communications, Marine and Natural Resources 92011: IEHC W]] and Island Ferries Teoranta 
v Galway County Council 9201W: IEHC 5]J). Further, in Nurendale Limited (T/A Panda Waste 
Services) v Dublin City Council & Others 92008: IEHC 5]], the High Court found that the fact 
that the local authorities in the greater Dublin area were responsible for the regulation of 
waste collection services within their respective areas did not preclude them from being 
3undertakings' when the local authorities themselves provided waste collection services. In 
October 200], the Competition Authority determined that the Health Service Executive is not 
an undertaking when it engages in either negotiating with pharmaceutical representatives in 
respect of the ex-factory price of certain drugs or purchasing community pharmacy services 
from private sector pharmacy undertakings (Enforcement Decision (ED[01[00])). In Lifeline 
Ambulance Services v HSE 92012: IEHC 4W2, the High Court held that public authorities such 
as the HSE can only be considered undertakings in relation to purely economic activities 
drawing a distinction between tasks assigned to authorities • like the HSE • by statute to 
secure a public interest benejt, such as provision of emergency ambulance services, and 
tasks that are more economic in nature, such as ambulance transport of private patients.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Transition from non-dominant to dominant
Doeh t-e legihlation only sroMice for t-e be-aMiopr of drmh t-at are alreacy 
cominantI
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Section 5 of the Act and article 102 apply only to dominant jrms.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Collectiqe dominance
,h uolleutiMe cominanue uoMerec by t-e legihlationI How ih it cednec in t-e 
legihlation anc uahe lawI

Yes. Section 5(1) of the Act and article 102 provide that any abuse by ‘one or more 
undertakings’ of a dominant position is prohibited. In A&N Pharmacy v United Drug 91886: 
2 ILRM 42, the High Court recognised that collective dominance may exist in circumstances 
in which three suppliers controlled 80 per cent of the relevant market.

In Nurendale Limited (T/A Panda Waste Services) v Dublin City Council & Others, the High 
Court found that the local authorities in ’uestion were collectively dominant in respect of the 
provision of waste collection services in the greater Dublin area as well as being dominant 
individually within each of their respective geographic areas.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Dominant vurchasers
Doeh t-e legihlation assly to cominant spru-aherhI Nre t-ere any 
cifferenueh uomsarec wit- t-e assliuation of t-e law to cominant 
hpsslierhI

The legislation is applicable to dominant purchasers, as conjrmed by the Competition 
Authority in re7ecting an allegation that Aer Lingus had abused its position on the market for 
the purchase of travel agents' services (Authority Decision No. E[02[001) and by the High 
Court in Blemings v David Patton 92001: 1 IR W]5 andLifeline Ambulance Services Limited v 
Health Service Executive 92012: IEHC 4W2.

Section 5(2)(a) of the Act provides that an abuse of a dominant position may involve 
3directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices', which conjrms that the 
Act applies to dominant purchasers. Enforcement practice and case law have not provided 
for any distinction in the application of the law to dominant suppliers as regards dominant 
purchasers.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Market depnition and share-based dominance thresholds
How are releMant srocput anc geogras-iu marketh cednecI Nre t-ere 
marketEh-are t-reh-olch at w-iu- a uomsany will be srehpmec to be 
cominant or not cominantI
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There is no test for market dejnition within the Act. However, the High Court has referred to 
the test set out in the European Commission's notice on the dejnition of the relevant product 
market for purposes of Community law (9188J: O/ LWJ2[5) (the Notice), which states–

A relevant product market comprises all those products and [ or services 
which are regarded as interchangeable or substitutable by the consumer, by 
reason of the products' characteristics, their prices and their intended use.

The Irish courts and the CCPC generally follow the Notice's dejnition of the relevant 
geographic market, which states–

The relevant geographic market comprises the area in which the undertakings 
concerned are involved in the supply and demand of products or services, 
in which the conditions of competition are suzciently homogeneous and 
which can be distinguished from neighbouring areas because the conditions 
of competition are appreciably different in those areas.

The CCPC's practice on market dejnition is set out in its guidance in the merger control rules 
and its Enforcement Decisions. In Competition Authority v O’Regan & Others 92004: IEHC 
WW0, the ’uestion of the correct market dejnition was of key importance in the Supreme 
Court's overruling of the High Court's decision. In October 2004, the Competition Authority 
obtained a High Court ruling that the Irish League of Credit Unions (ILCU) had abused 
its dominant position in the market for credit union representation by refusing to supply 
savings protection insurance to credit unions that were not members of ILCU. The High 
Court ordered ILCU to share access to its savings protection scheme with credit unions not 
azliated to it. The Supreme Court subse’uently overruled the High Court's decision, jnding 
that savings protection schemes were not, in fact, a commercially saleable product and that 
the Competition Authority had failed to provide an economic analysis to substantiate its 
claim that representation services and savings protection schemes were distinct products 
in distinct product markets (9200J: IESC 22). The Supreme Court concluded that a specijc 
market for savings protection schemes did not exist as such protection schemes were only 
ever provided, both nationally and internationally, by leagues of credit unions and only to their 
own members. Accordingly, such schemes did not constitute a relevant product market. The 
Competition Authority's case that ILCU's conduct amounted to a tying abuse thus failed.

Éith regard to market share thresholds, the Irish courts and the CCPC will follow the case 
law of the C/EU in respect of this issue.

In Meridian Communications and Cellular Three v Eircell 92002: 1 IR 1J, the High Court held 
that despite Eircell's relatively high market share (around 60 per cent), the plaintiffs had failed 
to prove that Eircell was dominant. The High Court held that reliance on the structural aspects 
of the market was not 7ustijed in the circumstances of the particular market in ’uestion 
and that the signijcance of Eircell's large market share was greatly diminished in light of 
its dramatic decline (from 100 per cent) over a relatively short period of time. Likewise, in 
Blemings v David Patton, the High Court held that a monopsonist would not be dominant in 
the absence of barriers to entry and exit in the market.
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In its 3Enforcement Decision' on RTE, while the Competition Authority did not reach any jnal 
jndings on the point, it indicated that its preliminary view was that RTE was likely to hold 
a dominant position in the market for television advertising airtime in the state, despite the 
fact that its market share by revenue (55 per cent to 65 per cent) had been in decline and 
that new players had entered the relevant market.

In TicketMaster Ireland (Authority Decision No. E[06[001), the Competition Authority took the 
view that, although TicketMaster Ireland held 100 per cent of the Irish market for outsourced 
ticketing services for events of national or international appeal, no dominant position existed 
owing to the constraint placed on TicketMaster Ireland by large event promoters. In the 
decision of the Electronic Communications Appeal Panel in the appeal by Three Ireland 
(Hutchison WG Ireland) of a designation of signijcant market power (SMP), reliance was 
placed on the European Commission's SMP guidelines, which stressed that the existence of 
a dominant position cannot be established on the sole basis of large market shares and that 
a thorough overall analysis should be made of the economic characteristics of the relevant 
market before coming to a conclusion. In that case, despite the appellant's 100 per cent share 
of the market for voice call termination on its own network, the panel found that there was 
a failure to properly carry out the analysis re’uired including delay, market saturation, new 
entrants' issues, alternative buyers, the role of competition and presence of countervailing 
powerq therefore, the SMP designation was overturned.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

ABUSE OF DOMINANCE

Depnition of abuse of dominance
How ih abphe of cominanue cednec anc icentidecI j-at uoncput ih 
hpb?eut to a ser he sro-ibitionI

Section 5(2) of the Competition Acts 2002•201J (the Act) and article 102 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union (the Treaty) set out the examples of abuse of dominance. 
Such abuses may consist of–

; directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair trading 
conditionsq

; limiting production, markets or technical development to the pre7udice of consumersq

; applying dissimilar conditions to e’uivalent transactions with other trading parties, 
thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantageq or

; making the conclusion of contracts sub7ect to the acceptance by other parties of 
supplementary obligations, which, by their nature or according to commercial usage, 
have no connection with the sub7ect of such contracts.

In enforcing the section 5 prohibition, the Competition and Consumer Protection 
Commission (CCPC) tends to follow an effects-based approach. A good example of such 
an approach is the Competition Authority's decision inTicketMaster Ireland. Ériting in a 
personal capacity, the member of the Competition Authority (as it then was) responsible 
for that decision subse’uently noted that 3the form-based approach strongly supported the 
allegations of high prices based on exclusive contracts, while the effects-based analysis 
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found, correctly, that countervailing buyer power, ezciencies and other factors meant that 
TicketMaster Ireland was neither dominant nor that its conduct was anticompetitive' (Dr Paul 
Gorecki, Journal of Competition Law and Economics 2006 2(W)– 5WW•54]).

Éhereas formally there are no per se prohibitions of specijc conduct under section 5 of the 
Act or article 102 of the Treaty, the CCPC is inVuenced by the approach of the European 
courts and the European Commission, such that certain forms of conduct on the part of 
dominant undertakings can be presumed to be abusive (although the company always 
retains the possibility to rebut that presumption or 7ustify its conduct). For example, in its 
decision in Drogheda Independent (Decision No. E[05[002), the Competition Authority noted 
that its approach towards the identijcation of unlawful predatory pricing was based on that 
of the Court of /ustice of the European Union (C/EU) in case C-62[]6 Akzo v Commission, 
whereby prices below a dominant undertaking's average variable costs are presumed to 
be predatory. Likewise, in its 3Enforcement Decisions' regarding allegedly unlawful 3loyalty 
rebates' offered by RTE and An Post respectively, the Competition Authority noted that its 
approach towards the identijcation of unlawful 3loyalty rebates' was based on decisions of 
the C/EU in 7oined cases C-241[81 P and C-242[81 RTE and ITP v Commission and case 
5[68 Volk v Vervaecke. Accordingly, there is no reason in principle why the Irish Courts and 
the CCPC should not follow the recent decision of the C/EU in case C-41W[14 P Intel v 
Commission, which marks a shift away from the automatic classijcation of certain types 
of conduct as a per se abuse (ie, relying solely on a form-based analysis) to adopting a 
more effects-based approach whereby the C/EU held that Commission are re’uired to 
examine all the circumstances of a case to determine if the conduct in ’uestion is capable of 
restricting competition. The C/EU recently conjrmed this approach in case C-525[16 MEO, 
which applied the effects-based principles in Intel to price discrimination, suggesting the Intel 
reasoning is not limited to cases involving rebates but is applicable to other pricing abuses. 
This further endorsement of an effects-based assessment is likely to be followed by the Irish 
courts and the CCPC.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Exvloitatiqe and exclusionary vractices
Doeh t-e uonuest of abphe uoMer bot- eTsloitatiMe anc eTulphionary 
srautiuehI

Yes, both exploitative and exclusionary practices are covered.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Link between dominance and abuse
j-at link mpht be h-own between cominanue anc abpheI qay uoncput 
by a cominant uomsany alho be abphiMe if it ouuprh on an ac?auent market 
to t-e cominatec marketI

Dominance and abuse can take place in the same market or in neighbouring markets. 
Donovan and others v Electricity Supply Board 9188J: W IR 5JW involved a jnding of an 
abuse of ESB's dominant position on the market for the supply of electricity by restricting 
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competition on the market for the supply of electrical contracting services to low-voltage 
installations, on which its presence was minimal.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Defences
j-at cefenueh may be raihec to allegationh of abphe of cominanueI 
j-en eTulphionary intent ih h-ownz are cefenueh an ostionI

General defences to allegations of abuse of dominance developed under EU law may be 
raised (eg, the concepts of ob7ective 7ustijcation and proportionality). Section J(2) of the Act 
provides that it shall be a good defence to a criminal prosecution for an alleged abuse of a 
dominant position to provide that the 3act or acts conceived was or were done pursuant to a 
determination made or a direction given by a statutory body' (eg, a sectoral regulator). The 
issue of whether allegedly abusive conduct is imputable to a regulator or a regulated entity 
was considered in Shannon LNG Limited v Commission for Energy Regulation & Others 9201W: 
IEHC 56]. The CCPC considered the possibility of an ezciency defence or another ob7ective 
7ustijcation for allegedly unlawful rebates in its investigations of RTE and An Post but took 
the preliminary view that there was insuzcient evidence that the claimed ezciency gains 
outweighed the likely harm on competition.

It is likely that the CCPC and the Irish courts will take account of the European Commission's 
guidance on its enforcement priorities in applying article 102 of the Treaty (92008: O/ C 45[1), 
paragraph 2] of which provides that a dominant undertaking may 7ustify its conduct on 
the basis that the conduct in ’uestion produces substantial ezciencies that outweigh any 
anticompetitive effects on consumers. It is also likely that they will follow the 7udgments of 
the C/EU in Intel and MEO, which acknowledge that in cases involving pricing abuses that 
are found capable of foreclosure, a dominant jrm can plead ezciencies as a defence.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

SPECIFIC FORMS OF ABUSE

Tyves of conduct
Bebate hu-emeh

There is no specijc reference to unlawful rebate schemes in the Act, but these can amount 
to abuse in breach of section 5 of the Act and article 102. The CCPC and the Irish courts 
would be expected to follow the case law of the C/EU and the practice of the European 
Commission in holding that rebate schemes can be 3capable' of restricting competition but 
that it is possible for a dominant jrm to rebut that presumption.

The C/EU found in Irish Sugar 92001: ECR I-5WWW that the system of rebates operated by Irish 
Sugar plc on Irish sugar markets breached article 102. To date, there are no decided Irish 
court cases that have dealt with this form of abuse.

The Enforcement Decision on the Competition Authority's investigations of RTE was the 
jrst written account of its views on the complex issues surrounding the competition 
law compliance of rebate schemes offered by dominant undertakings. This decision was 
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followed a year later by another Enforcement Decision in relation to discounts offered by 
An Post. The approach taken by the Competition Authority in explaining the nature of its 
concerns regarding these discount schemes followed closely the previous case law of the 
C/EU and the structure of European Commission guidance on its enforcement priorities in 
relation to cases involving article 102.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
vying anc bpncling

Section 5(1)(d) of the Act provides that abuse may, in particular, consist in, 3making the 
conclusion of contracts sub7ect to the acceptance by other parties of supplementary 
obligations which by their nature or according to commercial usage have no connection with 
the sub7ect of such contracts'.

In the ILCU case, the High Court held that ILCU's tying of access to its savings protection 
scheme to membership of ILCU involved the abuse of its dominant position, but this 
7udgment was overturned on appeal to the Supreme Court.

In the case of Blemings v David Patton, the High Court held that a tie-in, whereby chicken 
farmers were obliged to purchase meal through the chicken processor rather than directly 
from the suppliers of meal, was not abusive as it was ob7ectively necessary in order to ensure 
’uality control and traceability of the product.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
xTulphiMe cealing

There is no specijc reference to such conduct in the Act, but it can amount to an abuse of 
dominance in breach of section 5 of the Act.

This type of conduct was examined in the Masterfoods v HB case 9188W: ILRM 145, where the 
High Court considered that the provision of ice cream freeKers to retailers for the exclusive 
storage of a dominant supplier's product did not amount to an abuse by the supplier of 
its dominant position, even though it recognised that this strategy made it more dizcult 
for new entrants to become established in the market. However, in a related case, T-65[8], 
Van den Bergh Foods v Commission 9200W: ECR-II - 465W, the General Court held that the 
exclusivity clause had the effect of preventing retailers from selling other brands of ice cream 
and preventing competitors from gaining access to the market, and, therefore, involved the 
abuse by the supplier of its dominant position (this position was subse’uently conjrmed by 
the C/EU).

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
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Precatory sriuing
Section 5(1)(a) of the Act refers to 3unfair' prices but there is no specijc reference to predatory 
pricing in the Act. Nonetheless, predatory pricing can amount to abuse in breach of section 5 
of the Act and the CCPC, and the Irish courts would be expected to follow the case law of the 
C/EU and the practice of the European Commission in holding that predatory pricing can be 
unlawful. The following are the most commonly mentioned as possible cost benchmarks– 
marginal cost, average variable cost, average avoidable cost, average incremental cost and 
average total cost.

In Drogheda Independent, the Competition Authority considered an allegation of predatory 
pricing in the market for advertising in local newspapers. Although it took the view that 
the undertaking in ’uestion was not dominant, its approach to predation is noteworthy. 
First, it stated that– predatory pricing refers to a situation whereby a dominant undertaking 
strategically reacts to the entry or presence of a competitor by pricing so low that it 
deliberately incurs losses to expel the competition from the market to charge below the 
competitive level in the future.

Second, it stated that in investigating predatory pricing allegations it follows 3a structured 
rule of reason approach' to assess whether the alleged predation was plausible, there was 
any alternative business 7ustijcation for the conduct other than predation, recoupment was 
feasible and pricing was below cost.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
Priue or margin hApeeOeh

Section 5(1)(a) of the Act refers to 3unfair' prices but there is no specijc reference to price 
or margin s’ueeKe in the Act. Nonetheless, such conduct can amount to abuse in breach of 
section 5 of the Act and the CCPC and the Irish courts would be expected to follow the case 
law of the C/EU and the practice of the European Commission in holding that price s’ueeKe 
can be unlawful.

In 2014, ComReg conducted an investigation into an alleged abuse of an alleged dominant 
position by RT+ and its wholly owned subsidiary RT+ Transmission Network Limited, 
following a complaint by a competitor (T€W). The complaint referred to the market 
for the supply of wholesale analogue terrestrial television transmission and distribution 
services and it was alleged, among other things, that RT+'s prices were unlawful because 
they discriminated against and price-s’ueeKed its competitor, T€W. Following a detailed 
investigation, including economic analysis of the alleged price differentiation, ComReg 
published a decision explaining that there were insuzcient grounds for action in respect of 
this allegation. In particular, ComReg identijed no evidence that RT+'s prices resulted in a 
material impediment to competition. ComReg did not reach a jrm conclusion on market 
dejnition or whether RT+ was dominant because it was not necessary as there was no 
evidence of an abuse.

Law stated - 12 January 2024
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Tyves of conduct
Befphalh to ceal anc ceniec auuehh to ehhential fauilitieh

There is no specijc reference to refusal to deal or provide access to essential facilities in the 
Act. Nonetheless, these types of behaviour may be considered abusive and unlawful under 
section 5 of the Act. In A&N Pharmacy v United Drug Wholesale Limited, the possibility of 
an unlawful refusal to deal was considered and an in7unction was granted that obliged the 
defendants to continue trading with the plaintiffs pending the full hearing of that case. This 
case was taken under the predecessor to the Act, which contained a provision similar to 
section 5 of the Act.

In the ILCU case, the Competition Authority suggested that the court consider the practices 
in ’uestion in particular as an unlawful refusal to deal. On appeal, the Supreme Court said 
that there could be no ’uestion of an abusive refusal to supply given its jnding that savings 
protection schemes were not a commercially saleable product. In December 2005, the 
Competition Authority published a Guidance Note on Refusal to Supply. The leading Irish 
case on essential facilities is Meridian Communications v Eircell 92001: IEHC 185. As part of 
its case, Meridian (a mobile virtual network operator) claimed that the mobile network owned 
by the licensed operator Eircell constituted an essential facility and that refusal by Eircell to 
give access to its network was, therefore, an abuse of Eircell's dominant position. However, 
the High Court took the view that Eircell had no facility that could not be replicated and that, 
accordingly, no essential facility existed.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
Precatory srocput cehign or a failpre to cihulohe new teu-nology

There are no decided Irish cases that have dealt with this form of abuse under section 5 of 
the Act. Section 5(1)(b) of the Act provides that abuse can consist of 3limiting production, 
markets or technical development to the pre7udice of consumers', which may possibly be 
utilised by the CCPC or Irish courts to allege abusive failure to disclose new technology.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
Priue cihurimination

Section 5(1)(c) of the Act provides that 3applying dissimilar conditions to e’uivalent 
transactions with other trading parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage' 
is an example of abuse. This provision is wide enough to cover discriminatory pricing or other 
discriminatory trading terms where there is no ob7ective 7ustijcation for the different terms 
offered by the dominant undertaking.

Two Irish cases, both brought by the same plaintiff company, addressed allegations of 
discriminatory and unlawful charges by a dominant undertaking.
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In Island Ferries Teoranta v Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources, 
the High Court took the view that an order by the Minister that imposed differential harbour 
charges on ferries with capacity to hold more than 100 passengers would amount to an 
unlawful abuse of dominance 3in the absence of an ob7ective 7ustijcation for the amount 
of the charge and for its differential basis of treatment'. Conversely, it was held in Island 
Ferries Teoranta v Galway County Council that a harbour charge was not discriminatory or 
abusive as the per-passenger charge applied e’ually in respect of all passengers arriving on 
all ferries.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
xTsloitatiMe sriueh or termh of hpssly

Section 5(1)(a) of the Act states that 3directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling 
prices or other unfair trading conditions' is an example of abuse.

In Donovan v ESB, the monopoly supplier of electricity was held to have abused its dominant 
position because it refused, without ob7ective 7ustijcation, to give members of an association 
of electrical contractors certain advantages that it had granted to other electrical contractors. 
In Shannon LNG Limited v Commission for Energy Regulation & Others 9201W: IEHC 56], 
the High Court brieVy considered and re7ected a claim that a tariff regime to be imposed 
by a regulator would give rise to unfair and unlawful pricing by a dominant market player, 
by enabling the incumbent gas operator, Bord Gais +ireann (BGE), to 3abuse the dominant 
position it occupies in the market in the state for the transmission of natural gas'. The High 
Court re7ected the allegation of abuse of dominance on the basis that the proposed tariff 
regime would not 3necessarily bring about abusive conduct on the part of BGE'.

The C/EU has also recently conjrmed in case C-1JJ[16 A A[LAA that when identifying 
unfair prices, comparisons with prices in neighbouring member states may, in certain 
circumstances, be appropriate. It remains to be seen whether the Irish courts will adopt this 
approach in practice.

In Island Ferries Teoranta v Minister for Communications, Marine and Natural Resources, 
the court seemed to hold that the charges imposed on the ferry operator were unlawful for 
being exploitative (as well as discriminatory). The court took the view that the ob7ective of 
the increase in charges was not to charge a fee based on the value or cost of the service 
provided, but to exploit the passenger trazc as a new source of revenue.

In ComReg's 2014 decision on a complaint of abuse of dominance against RT+ Transmission 
Network Limited by a competitor (T€W), an allegation of excessive pricing was dismissed 
following an investigation. This decision was based, in particular, on an economic 
assessment of the allegedly unlawful prices against benchmarks based on cost, projtability 
and the economic and market value of the relevant services.

In Greenstar (Authority Decision No. E[05[002), the Competition Authority re7ected 
allegations of excessive pricing in the provision of household waste collection services by 
Greenstar, as its prices were not shown to be excessive in light of either the cost or economic 
value of the relevant service and compared with prices charged by private operators in 
other markets. The Competition Authority also expressed concerns about the issue of an 
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appropriate remedy if excessive prices were found and appeared to suggest that, except 
in exceptional circumstances, it would not bring excessive pricing cases. This appears in 
line with the approach of the C/EU, which conjrmed in case C-1JJ[16 A A[LAA that 
for excessive pricing to be established, the prices much be appreciably higher than the 
benchmark (ie, there must be a signijcant and persistent difference in price).

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
Nbphe of acminihtratiMe or goMernment srouehh

There is no reference in the Act to abuse of process or abusive litigation, nor are there any 
court 7udgments or Competition Authority or CCPC decisions that consider such matters in 
the context of the abuse of a dominant position. However, such conduct may possibly be 
considered to be abusive.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
qergerh anc auApihitionh ah eTulphionary srautiueh

A merger or ac’uisition that has been cleared by the CCPC in accordance with the merger 
control provisions set out in Part W of the Act may not be challenged on the basis of section 
5(1) of the Act. A merger or ac’uisition that is not re’uired to be notijed to the CCPC on 
a mandatory basis (ie, where the jnancial thresholds for mandatory notijcation are not 
satisjed) may also benejt from the immunity from challenge under section 5(1) of the 
Act if it is notijed to the CCPC on a voluntary basis and the CCPC decides to clear it. If a 
merger or ac’uisition is not notijed to and cleared by the CCPC, it may be challenged on 
the basis of section 5(1) of the Act at any time. However, to date, no merger or ac’uisition 
has been formally challenged on the basis of section 5 of the Act. However, the CCPC has 
investigated non-notijable mergers where it has concerns about a possible breach of section 
5 (see, for example, Competition Authority Decision No. E[04[001, Monaghan Mushrooms, 
and the press release on the proposed merger by Easons and Argosy). The Competition 
(Amendment) Act 2022 (the 2022 Act), empowers the CCPC to compel notijcation of a 
transaction, even if the undertakings involved fall below the jnancial thresholds, on the 
basis of section 1](A). The 2022 Act also provides for voluntary notijcation of mergers by 
undertakings, after they have been put into effect (section 1](WA) and 1](WB)).

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Tyves of conduct
(t-er abpheh

The examples of abuse contained in section 5 of the Act are indicative and not exhaustive. 
Conduct that constitutes an abuse contrary to article 102 of the Treaty is also likely to fall 
within the scope of the prohibition contained in section 5 of the Act.
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Law stated - 12 January 2024

ENFORCEMENT PROCEEDINGS

Enforcement authorities
j-iu- apt-oritieh are rehsonhible for enforuement of t-e cominanue rpleh 
anc w-at sowerh of inMehtigation co t-ey -aMeI

Both section 5 of the Competition Acts 2002•201J (the Act) and article 102 can be enforced 
by private parties in the Irish courts as well as by the Competition and Consumer Protection 
Commission (CCPC).

Under the provisions of the Act, any person who is aggrieved in conse’uence of any abuse 
that is prohibited under section 5 of the Act or article 102 has a right of action for relief against 
any undertaking or any director, manager or other ozcer of an undertaking that commits an 
abuse. The relief that can be granted to the plaintiff could be in the form of an in7unction, a 
declaration or damages. Under the European Union (Actions for Damages for Infringements 
of Competition Law) Regulations 201J, exemplary damages are no longer available for a 
breach of the Act.

Under the provisions of the Act, the CCPC has the right to seek an in7unction or declaration 
(but not damages) in respect of a breach of section 5 of the Act or article 102 of the Treaty 
and the CCPC can apply for a court order making legally binding any settlement terms given 
to it by a private party following an investigation.

The Competition (Amendment) Bill 2022 was signed into law on 28 /une 2022, transposing 
Directive EU 2018[1 (the ECN  Directive). The ECN  Directive ensures that national 
competition authorities across the EU have similar powers of enforcement. 

The 2022 Act introduces a new civil enforcement process under which the CCPC can 
investigate competition law breaches. Following an investigation, the CCPC can issue a 
Statement of Ob7ections that sets out their preliminary views regarding the alleged breach 
of competition law. The undertaking involved will then have the opportunity to make written 
submissions in response to the Statement of Ob7ections. The CCPC can thereafter either 
continue the investigation, close the investigation, agree legally binding commitments with 
the relevant undertaking(s) or refer the matter to an Ad7udication Ozcer. 

Ad7udication Ozcers are established by section 15O of the 2022 Act and have responsibility 
for determining matters such as the imposition of civil sanctions. Ad7udication Ozcers 
are nominated by the CCPC for appointment by the relevant Minister and have the same 
powers as a High Court 7udge when hearing civil proceedings. Once a matter is referred to 
an Ad7udication Ozcer, they have a range of powers such as conducting oral hearings and 
summoning witnesses.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Sanctions and remedies
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j-at hanutionh anc remecieh may t-e apt-oritieh imsoheI qay 
inciMicpalh be dnec or hanutionecI

The 2022 Act gives the CCPC new powers to oversee and enforce competition law, in 
the form of civil jnancial sanctions, prohibition notices, periodic penalty payments and a 
leniency programme. Fines can now be imposed on undertakings in breach of competition 
law without the need for a criminal conviction. In Ireland, since the commencement of the 
Competition (Amendment) Act 2022, the CCPC has the power to impose administrative jnes 
on persons it believes to have breached competition law. An undertaking may be jxed with 
a jne of up to 10 million or 10 per cent of the undertaking's annual turnover, whichever is 
greater.

Civil administrative jnes

The CCPC is conferred with a role in the imposition of sanctions for the jrst time by way of a 
new system of civil jnancial sanctions for breaches of competition law in Ireland. The 2022 
Act provides for the process to be followed before a sanction is imposed. Previously, the 
CCPC had to refer serious competition law offences to be tried by the DPP. Under the new 
regime, the CCPC can instigate the process by which a jne is levied on an undertaking, with 
the ultimate decision on whether to levy a jne resting with an Ad7udication Ozcer. 

Prohibition notices

The 2022 Act also provides the CCPC with the power to issue a prohibition notice to an 
undertaking during an investigation if it believes there is a risk of conduct that ‘will cause 
serious and irreparable harm to competition‘. The notice can include directions from the 
CCPC as to measures to be taken such as remedying any suspected infringement of 
competition law, avoiding or limiting serious and irreparable harm to competition or directing 
the undertaking to otherwise comply with the notice.

Periodic penalty payments

Periodic penalty payments may be imposed on an undertaking by an Ad7udication Ozcer 
to compel them to comply with searches, provide information, attend interviews, comply 
with a prohibition notice, comply with commitments or comply with structural or behavioural 
remedies. The maximum periodic penalty payment which can be imposed per day is capped 
at 5 per cent of the average daily total worldwide turnover of the undertaking concerned in 
the preceding jnancial year.

Leniency Programme

As re’uired by the ECN  Directive, the 2022 Act introduces a leniency programme under 
the new civil enforcement regime. This programme is aimed to supplement the current 
Cartel Immunity Programme in respect of the Irish criminal competition regime. The CCPC 
can grant immunity from jnancial sanctions to the jrst undertaking to come forward with 
information regarding cartel infringements. Subse’uent applicants that provide evidence of 
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‘signijcant added value‘ may be granted a reduction of up to 50 per cent of any civil jne. This 
reduction reduces for each subse’uent leniency applicant. 

The courts can also grant in7unctions or declarations and award damages to private litigants 
in civil cases.

In addition, both the CCPC and the Ozce of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) can 
initiate criminal prosecutions. However, only the DPP can prosecute serious infringements 
(prosecutions on indictment for 7ury trial) of the Act. The maximum penalty that can be 
imposed for a breach of section 5 of the Act or article 102 of the Treaty is a jne of 5 million 
or 10 per cent of turnover, whichever is the greater. There is no provision within the Act for 
imprisonment in cases involving the abuse of a dominant position.

Structural remedies are also provided for. Under section 14(J) of the Act, where a court 
has decided that an undertaking has abused a dominant position contrary to section 5 or 
article 102, it may order either that the dominant position be discontinued unless conditions 
specijed in the order are complied with, or that the dominant position be ad7usted (by a sale 
of assets or as otherwise specijed) within a period specijed by the court.

To date, the Irish courts have not imposed any penalty or structural remedy for abuse of 
dominance and there have been no signijcant cases where damages were awarded.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Enforcement vrocess
Can t-e uomsetition enforuerh imsohe hanutionh cireutly or mpht t-ey 
setition a uoprt or ot-er apt-orityI

As outlined above, one of the key features of the new regime under the 2022 Act is the 
introduction of administrative jning powers whereby the CCPC can impose civil jnes for 
breaches of section 5 and article 102. Fines can be imposed up to a maximum of 10 million 
or 10 per cent of an undertaking‘s worldwide turnover for the preceding jnancial year. The 
2022 Act also allows the CCPC to impose civil jnes for breach of a procedural re’uirement 
up to a maximum of 1 million or 1 per cent of worldwide turnover for the preceding jnancial 
year. Any civil jnes which are imposed by the CCPC must be conjrmed by the High Court.

The 2022 Act increases the potential court-imposed jnes in criminal proceedings to 50 
million or 20 per cent of an undertaking‘s turnover in the preceding jnancial year.

Prior to the implementation of the 2022 Act, only the courts could impose sanctions for 
breaches of sections 4 and 5 of the Act and articles 101 and 102. The implementation of the 
ECN  Directive by the 2022 Act has given the CCPC a role in the imposition of non-criminal 
jnes for breaches of section 5 and article 102.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Enforcement record
j-at ih t-e reuent enforuement reuorc in yopr ?prihciutionI

Complaints regarding alleged abuse of dominance are regularly made to the CCPC.
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The most recent investigation by the CCPC into suspected anticompetitive practices in 
breach of section 5 of the Act and article 101 was the 201J•2020 investigation into 
Ticketmaster which, according to the CCPC holds a very signijcant market share in the 
supply of ticketing services for live events (the CCPC reviewed the activities in ’uestion 
under both section 5 and section 4[article 101 involving restrictive agreements). The CCPC 
was concerned that Ticketmaster may have abused a dominant position in this market by 
negotiating contracts to supply ticketing services to live event organisers and venues on an 
exclusive basis. Éhile Ticketmaster denied that its agreements breached competition law in 
November 2020, it nonetheless agreed to give undertakings to the CCPC, such undertakings 
forming part of a court order re’uiring it to desist from certain practices in future. Failure 
to comply with a court order amounts to a contempt of court, which is punishable with 
jnes and in appropriate cases, imprisonment. In summary, Ticketmaster's agreement has 
committed Ticketmaster to remove exclusivity clauses with respect to venues in relation to 
the supply of outsourced primary ticketing services, and limit the time period of exclusivity 
clauses to three years in contracts with live event organisers. Overall contract duration will 
be capped at jve years, and there will be no automatic contract renewals in relation to 
the provision of tickets and the operation of ticketing services for live events. The CCPC 
agreement with Ticketmaster Ireland was made an order of the High Court under section 
14B of the Competition Act 2002 on 15 December 2020 and the order came into effect on 
28 /anuary 2021. On 21 November 2021, the CCPC published its report into the ticketing 
investigation.

Other settlements by the CCPC as regards section 5 investigations have included the 
following–

; In March 2015, the CCPC published a press release on a settlement concluding its 
investigation into an alleged abuse of dominance by the Glasnevin Trust, the largest 
provider of funeral and burial services in Ireland. The settlement terms included 
re’uirements to facilitate price transparency and to prevent price discrimination 
against customers who are also competitors.

; In August 2014, the Competition Authority published a press release on a settlement 
concluding its investigation into an allegedly unlawful refusal to supply by a school 
uniform manufacturer. The settlement terms included a commitment to supply the 
complainant whom the manufacturer had originally refused to supply.

; In October 2014, the Competition Authority published an Enforcement Decision on its 
investigation of the compliance of certain discounts offered by the universal postal 
service provider, An Post, with the section 5 prohibition on unlawful 3loyalty rebates'. 
The decision identijed competition concerns regarding the discounts but stated that 
its investigation was closed because An Post had amended its discount procedures 
in a manner that addressed the CCPC's concerns.

The above case involving An Post was the second recent investigation into allegedly unlawful 
3loyalty rebates'. In /anuary 2012, the Competition Authority published an Enforcement 
Decision in respect of its investigation into certain discounts offered by the national 
public service broadcaster, RTE. The decision identijed competition concerns regarding 
the discounts and stated that its investigation was closed because RTE made a binding 
commitment to cease offering 3share deal' discounts that were conditional on a share of the 
advertiser's television advertising budget being committed to RTE.
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In early 2006 the Competition Authority published details of an investigation of a 
computerised reservation system (operated by Galileo Ireland) used by most travel agents 
in Ireland that resulted in a non-discriminatory manner (press release, 11 /anuary 2006).

The courts have been asked to consider in a number of cases whether or not an abuse of 
a dominant position has occurred. Of the cases considered to date, damages have been 
found to be payable in only one case involving abuse of dominance (Donovan and others 
v Electricity Supply Board), where it was held that the defendant had abused its dominant 
position by imposing unfair trading conditions. In A&N Pharmacy v United Drug, an in7unction 
was granted that obliged the defendants to continue trading with the plaintiffs pending the 
full hearing of that case. Both cases were taken under the predecessor to the Act, which 
contained a provision similar to section 5.

In Nurendale Limited (T/A Panda Waste Services) v Dublin City Council & Others, the High 
Court heard a challenge by Panda Éaste, a domestic waste collector, to a decision taken 
by the four local authorities responsible for Dublin City and County to introduce a 3variation' 
to their 7oint waste management plan for 2005 to 2010, which would permit each local 
authority to reserve to itself responsibility for waste collection services in areas in which 
that local authority had previously competed with private operators (sub7ect to the right of 
each local authority to put waste collection services in any given area out to tender on an 
exclusive basis). Panda Éaste alleged, inter alia, that this 3variation' amounted to an abuse 
of a dominant position (held either individually or collectively) by the local authorities, as it 
amounted to an unfair trading condition inVuencing or seeking to strengthen their position 
in the market for the collection of waste in the greater Dublin area in which competition 
had previously existed. In his 7udgment delivered on 21 December 2008, Mr /ustice Liam 
Mc echnie overturned the variation on the basis, inter alia, that each local authority was 
dominant in its respective area and that the local authorities were collectively dominant in the 
greater Dublin area in the market for the collection of household waste and that the 3variation' 
amounted to an abuse of a dominant position (held either individually or collectively) by the 
local authorities as it was an agreement in breach of Section 4 of the Act (which prohibits 
anticompetitive agreements between undertakings), it would substantially inVuence the 
structure of the market to the detriment of competition and it would signijcantly strengthen 
the position of the local authorities on the market.

In Shannon LNG Ltd and Anor v Commission for Energy Regulation and others, the High 
Court heard a 7udicial review challenge by Shannon LNG, an importer of li’uejed natural 
gas (LNG), to a decision taken by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) relating to 
new methodologies for the calculation of tariffs relating to the use of and access to the 
transmission system and pipeline network for transport and delivery of natural gas in the 
Irish state-owned and operated by BGE. Among other claims, Shannon LNG claimed that 
the decision taken by the CER would enable or compel BGE to abuse the dominant position 
it occupied in the market in the Irish state for the transmission of natural gas contrary to 
article 102 of the Treaty as the contested decision would have the effect of applying charges 
for access to the onshore transmission system based on both the costs of operating and 
maintaining that system and the costs of the interconnectors, which the Shannon LNG would 
not be using. Shannon LNG also claimed a margin s’ueeKe because the tariffs would have 
the effect of reducing the costs of using the interconnectors while increasing access costs 
at the other entry points to the transmission system, thereby making it economically more 
attractive for importers to use the interconnectors. Mr /ustice /ohn Cooke re7ected Shannon 
LNG's claims under article 102 of the Treaty as premature, as the actual tariffs had not yet 
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been set and no entry or exit charges had been calculated. Mr /ustice Cooke stated that 
some level of cross-subsidisation within the transmission system was likely inevitable. The 
7udge also found that the margin s’ueeKe claim was unfounded as it was not possible to 
identify separate dejned markets for the provision of services for transmission.

Thus far, there has been only one civil prosecution in respect of an alleged breach of section 
5 (the ILCU case) and this case was unsuccessful on appeal to the Supreme Court.

In practice, criminal prosecutions for abuse of dominance are rare and thus far, there has 
been no criminal prosecution in respect of an alleged breach of section 5.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Contractual conse uences
j-ere a ulaphe in a uontraut inMolMing a cominant uomsany ih 
inuonhihtent wit- t-e legihlationz ih t-e ulaphe )or t-e entire uontraut  
inMalicatecI

There is no express provision in the Act to deal with this situation. Under the general relief 
provisions in section 14(5) of the Actq however, a contract could be declared void and 
unenforceable by a court.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Priqate enforcement
vo w-at eTtent ih sriMate enforuement sohhibleI Doeh t-e legihlation 
sroMice a bahih for a uoprt or ot-er apt-ority to orcer a cominant drm to 
grant auuehhz hpssly gooch or herMiuehz uonulpce a uontraut or inMalicate 
a sroMihion or uontrautI

Section 14(1) of the Act provides that any person who is aggrieved in conse’uence of any 
abuse that is prohibited under section 5 of the Act or article 102 of the Treaty shall have a 
right of action for relief against any undertaking or any director, manager or other ozcer of 
an undertaking that commits an abuse. It is possible to seek a mandatory in7unction under 
which a dominant undertaking may be obliged to grant access to infrastructure or technology 
or to trade with the plaintiff seeking the relief. In ILCU, ILCU was ordered by the High Court 
to share access to its savings protection scheme with credit unions not azliated to ILCU on 
the basis that access to the scheme was unlawfully tied to membership of ILCU. This order 
was subse’uently overturned by the Supreme Court. Also, in A&N Pharmacy v United Drug 
Wholesale, the High Court granted an interlocutory in7unction that obliged the defendant to 
supply the plaintiff with pharmaceutical products on terms of cash on delivery.

Further, the European Union (Actions for Damages for Infringements of Competition Law) 
Regulations 201J (the Damages Regulations), transposed Directive No. 2014[104 EU (the 
Damages Directive) into Irish law on 1J February 201J, which governs follow-on actions for 
damages.

Law stated - 12 January 2024
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Damages
Do uomsanieh -armec by abphiMe srautiueh -aMe a ulaim for camagehI 
j-o ac?pciuateh ulaimh anc -ow are camageh ualuplatec or ahhehhecI

Section 14(1) of the Act provides that an aggrieved person may bring an action in the 
courts seeking damages. To date, there have been no signijcant cases where damages were 
awarded.

Prior to the transposition of the Damages Directive into Irish law, in late 200][early 2008, 
two private damages actions arising from the European Commission decision in Irish Sugar 
(Gem Pack Foods v Irish Sugar plc and ASI v Greencore plc) were settled part-way through 
their respective hearings before the High Court. As both cases were settled prior to 7udgment, 
the Irish courts have yet to have an opportunity to establish their approach to ’uantifying 
damages in such cases.

Regulation ] of the Damages Regulations now provides that an infringement of competition 
law found by a jnal decision of a national competition authority or by a review court is 
deemed irrefutably established for the purposes of an action for damages. Further, the jnal 
decision taken in another EU member state may be presented as prima facie evidence that 
an infringement of competition law occurred.

Regulation 4 of the Damages Regulations provides that where a person has suffered harm 
caused by an infringement of competition law, the person shall be able to claim and obtain in 
any actions for damages under section 14 of the Competition Act 2002, full compensation 
for that harm. The Damages Regulations amends section 14 of the Competition Act 2002 
to remove the provision for exemplary damages. Further, Regulation 15 states that where 
’uantijcation of harm is practically impossible or excessively dizcult to ’uantify, an Irish 
court may estimate such harm. The CCPC may, upon re’uest by an Irish court, assist the 
court with this determination.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

Avveals
vo w-at uoprt may apt-ority ceuihionh dncing an abphe be assealecI

Éhere the CCPC takes a view that conduct breaches section 5 of the Act or article 102, it may 
initiate civil or criminal proceedings before the Irish courts. Civil proceedings are more likely 
to be initiated for alleged breaches of section 5 or article 102 (eg, the ILCU case). In that case, 
civil proceedings were initiated in the High Court, whose 7udgment was appealed to (and 
overturned by) the Supreme Court. Section 5 or article 102 investigations most fre’uently 
result in negotiated settlements between the CCPC and the relevant undertaking.

Law stated - 12 January 2024
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Non-dominant prms
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Nre t-ere any rpleh asslying to t-e pnilateral uoncput of nonEcominant 
drmhI

As a result of the Competition (Amendment) Act 2006, the following types of unilateral 
conduct on the part of both dominant and non-dominant 3grocery goods undertakings' are 
prohibited (provided that such conduct has the ob7ect or effect of restricting, distorting or 
preventing competition)–

; the unilateral application by grocery goods undertakings of dissimilar conditions to 
e’uivalent transactions with other grocery goods undertakingsq

; any attempt by retailers to compel or coerce the payment of allowances from 
wholesalers or suppliers in return for advertising particular grocery products in storesq 
and

; any attempt by retailers to compel or coerce the payment of allowances from 
wholesalers or suppliers in return for the provision of retail space in newly opened, 
newly expanded or newly managed stores (a practice referred to in Ireland as 3hello 
money').

A 3grocery goods undertaking' means any undertaking (other than in the restaurant and 
catering sector) engaged for gain in the production, supply or distribution of food or drink 
for human consumption.

In addition to the regime for grocery goods undertakings under the Competition 
(Amendment) Act 2006, the Consumer Protection Act (Grocery Goods Undertakings) 
Regulations 2016 (the Regulations) came into effect on W0 April 2016 and apply to contracts 
entered on or after this date and contracts entered into before W0 April 2016 but renewed after 
this date. The Regulations impose new obligations on retailers or wholesalers who, either 
alone or as part of a group, have an annual worldwide turnover in excess of 50 million. The 
Regulations apply to these parties' arrangements with suppliers for the purchase of 3grocery 
goods'.

The Regulations impose new obligations on grocery goods undertakings to do the following 
in particular–

; have a written signed contract in placeq

; not vary, terminate or renew a grocery goods contract unless this is expressly 
provided for and the relevant contract provides for a reasonable notice periodq

; provide (on re’uest from a supplier) a forecast of the grocery goods likely to be 
re’uired in respect of a given future periodq

; unless expressly provided for by written contract, pay suppliers within the later of– W0 
days of the date of receipt of any invoiceq and the date of deliveryq and

; not compel a supplier to pay for stocking, promotions, marketing, retention, increased 
allocation or positioning, advertising or display, wastage or shrinkage.

Breach of the Regulations (including failure to comply with any contravention notice issued 
by the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC) (formerly known as the 
Competition Authority) under the Consumer Protection Act 200J) may result in prosecution 
of a non-compliant 3grocery goods undertaking', either by summary or indictment with 
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a maximum potential penalty of a jne of up to 100,000. Failure to comply can also 
result in criminal prosecutions of individuals including the imposition of jnes and terms of 
imprisonment for relevant directors and ozcers of the companies concerned.

The CCPC also has powers to investigate compliance with the Regulations and to 3name and 
shame' offenders and statute also provides a legal basis for civil damages actions for breach 
of the Regulations. In 201], the CCPC announced that it had begun inspections of relevant 
grocery goods undertakings to monitor compliance with the Regulations. The CCPC has also 
called for the introduction of a dedicated Grocery Regulator to enforce the Regulations and 
any further legislation that may be forthcoming in this sector.

Law stated - 12 January 2024

UPDATE AND TRENDS

Forthcoming changes
Nre u-angeh eTseutec to t-e legihlation or ot-er meahpreh t-at will -aMe 
an imsaut on t-ih area in t-e near fptpreI Nre t-ere h-ifth of ems-ahih in 
t-e enforuement srautiueI 

The Competition (Amendment) Bill 2022 was signed into law on 28 /une 2022, transposing 
the ECN  Directive, and entered into force on 2J September 202W. The 2022 Act gives 
the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission (CCPC) a role in the imposition 
of sanctions with one of the key features of the new regime being the CCPC‘s new 
administrative jning powers with a level of court oversight (similar to the current Central 
Bank and Data Protection Commission regimes). 

The CCPC approach of making undertakings in respect of suspected section 5 or article 102 
breaches a formal order of the court with the consent of the relevant party so that any breach 
can be treated as contempt of court could, if adopted more widely, make the enforcement 
of settlements with the CCPC more straightforward to enforce.

In the wider European context, the Court of /ustice of the EU‘s ruling on preliminary ’uestions 
in case C-252[21Meta Platforms Inc v Bundeskartellamt highlighted that the largest 
companies can be found to have abused their dominant market position by conducting 
unlawful data processing. The area of abuse of dominance in relation to data processing 
may continue to be an important area in the future due to ever-increasing focus on the tech 
industry, particularly in Ireland, where a large number of tech companies operate.

Law stated - 12 January 2024
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